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ABSTRACT. A set of end conditions for interpolatory quintic rpline is 
derwed hy use of Megration These end condttions are only in terms of function 
values at the knots (data), and rise to 0(h6) spline approxtmatlon. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the literature, most of the end conditions for the spline functions are 
obtained from conditions imposed on the spline fuctions, its finite 
differences, and/or its derivatives near the two endpoints. Recently, 
Behforooz [l] has established a new class of end conditions for cubic 
spline by use of integration. In this paper his idea is extended to the 
case of quintic spline, and four end conditions are derived by use of 
integration. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let Q be a quintic spline on the interval [a&] with equally spaced knots 
(2.1) x1 = a +ih; i =O,l,. ..,k, 
where h=(b -a)/k. Let Q interpolates the function y-y(s) at the knots 
x,; i=O,l,...,k, i.e. 
(2.2) Q(xJ = Yf; i =O,l,- - -,k, 
where 3t =y(z,), and y ECn!u bj; ny7. 
use the abbreviations m,=6i)” (zl) and 
To simp2l,ify the presentation we 
Mr=Q (zt). Then by use of 
Hermite’s two point interpolation formula, Q(s) can be written as: 
(2.3) Q(x) =yr +mt(x --c-1) + Qh-1, xt-1, ~il(~ -x+-J2 
+ Q[xf-1, ~-1, xt--1, xi, x&--Zt-1)2(x-xt)2 
+ Q[xt--1, xi-l, xi--l, xi, xt, xt1(x--5fd3(x-xd2; 
x~_~<x~; xf; i=1,2,-..,k, 
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where 
(2.4) ~h-~, h x*l=+{[Yt- ?4*4)--hm}, 
(2.5) Q[sc+-~, z~-~, Xl, %I=${ -2(Y* - Y*-1) ++i +m-I)}, 
(2.6) Q[z _ cc f 1s z--1,%-l, is 1 x Ccl-J- 
2h’ 
{ -6[w-y,_,) +2h[mt +2m,-,) +h*M-1) 
(2.7) Qkh, X1+ ~~-1, Xf, Xts Xi1=&{i2(Y,- Vt-++ki-~~-l) 
are usual notations for divided differences. To determine the k +l 
parameters mi, the following consistency relations are used 
(2.8) mr-2+ 26m,_,+ 66m,+ 26mi+r+ mt+2= 
=- 3-w-2 - w,_, + lOy,+,+ yt+2 ; i- 2,3,.a.,k-2. 1 
The equations (2.8) provide only k -3 linear equations in k +l para- 
meters mt; i =O,l,. + ., k. It follows that the conditions (2.2) are not 
sufficient to determine a unique quintic spline Q, and four additional 
linearly independent equations are needed for this purpose. In the next 
section, these four end conditions will be derived by use of integration. 
The following identities between M’s, m’s and y’s will be needed to 
compute the parameters Mr; i =O,l ,a. e,k. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
M0=&[222m~+454m,+158m~+6m,)+$# -47yo+13y, 
+31y2 +3y,j, 
M~=~h[6m~-66mI-58m2-2m3)+~(3y,-18y,-3y2+35y3 
32h2 
-16~4 -~a), 
Mt=& ( mi-*+ 32m,_, - 32mt+l - mt+2 I 
+3;h ’ 
2 pi-2 +16y,_, -34~,+16~,+,+~,+2 ; 1 i= 2,3,...,k-2, 
M kel = &(6ml, -66mk_, -58mk_2-2m~_3) --%[3y* -18~,_~ 
-3Yk-2 +35yk-,--16Yk--4---yk-5, 1 
Mk=kh I 
222mk +454m&_1 + 1 58m&-2 +6mk-a -2 -47y& 
) 3:: ( 
+13Yk-1 +31Yk-2 + %k-3) 
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REMARK: To derive the results of the next section, a large number of 
quintic spline identities from Behforooz and Papamichael [2] and [3] 
have been used. Some of the algebra involved in the derivation of 
theseresults is laborious but the proofs are otherwise elementary and for 
this reason they are omitted. 
3. END CONDITIONS 
For simplicity we explain only how the first end condition at near Z=U 
is obtained. The other three results can be obtained in a similar manner. 
From (2.3)-(2.7) we can find that 
X4 
(3.1) 
I 
-QWz = $,-1+ a)+ $(m,.., - mi)+ &,(M+l+ M,). 
x1-1 
Let PJx) denotes the quintic interpolating polynomial which matches the 
function y=y(x) at six points x~__~, x~,...,x~+~. Then it can be shown that 
Xf 
(3.2) s P,(x)dx = &0(4753&i+ 1427% - 798y,+, 
x1-1 
+ 48&+2 - lW,+,+ 27w+4 . 1 
By setting 
Xf 51 
s 
&(x)&x = 
I‘ 
Pf(X)dX, 
Xi-1 x1-1 
and using the results (3.1) and (3.2), and eliminating 
quintic spline identities (see for example, Behforooz 
M’s by use of the 
and Papamichael [2] 
and [3]), we will get the following two end conditions (3.3) at near 
endpoint x=a. In a similar manner, the other two end conditions, (3.4), 
can be derived at other endpoint x=b. 
(3.3) 21mf - 113m,+, - 27mf+2 -mi+3= &-[ -64Oy, + 5806y,+, 
-7224~i+, +2716yf+3 -904y,+, + 246yi+s); 2 = OJ t 
(3.4) 21mi - 113m,_, -27m+2 -mf-3 = +A[ -640~~ + 5806y,_, 
-7224yf+ +2716yf_3 -904y t--4 +246y,+j; t = k,k -1. 
The equations (3.3) and (3.4) together with (2.8) are used to compute 
the k+l parameters ml; i= O,l,+.~,k. Then, by using the 
identities (2.9)-(2.13) the values of k+l parameters M,; 2 =O,l,. . -,k, 
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can be computed. When the values of parameters m’s and M’s are 
computed, then the formula (2.3) together with (2.4)-(2.7) can be used to 
compute Q(Z) at any point zE[a,b]. Now we state the followin theorem 
without proof: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Q be the quintic spllne which interpolates the 
function yK71a.bJ at the eaually spaced knots (2.1) with kr7, and 
satisfies the end conditions (3.3) and (3.4). Then 
(3.5) #Q’r’- y’P’I=O(h6-‘); r=o,l,..., 5, 
where II*11 denotes the uniform norm ( L o. function norm 1 on [a,b]. 
REMARK: The quintic spline established in this paper does not belonge 
to the class of E(a,P,Y) quintic spline which has beenm established by 
Behforooz and Papamichael [2]. 
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